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Iyengar Yoga Centre of Victoria Presents

the Heart  
   of  Yoga

April 8-9, 2017

Saturday, April 8, 10:30 am - 1:30 pm
and 4:00 - 6:00 pm
Sunday, April 9, 12:00 - 3:00 pm

Registration now open.

To register, drop in to or phone  
Iyengar Yoga Centre of Victoria  
202-919 Fort Street, Victoria, B.C. V8V 3K3
250-386-YOGA (9642)   
www.iyengaryogacentre.ca

Refunds will be offered only if your space 
can be filled and are subject to a $50.00 
cancellation fee.

Steady in shoulder stand and 
ready to learn headstand? 
This workshop is for you!  
A weekend workshop with 
Shirley Daventry French  
and Ann Kilbertus for  
Level 2 students and above. 

Fees:  $175 + gst members 
 $195 + gst non-members

We are missing the gold if 
we do asanas as a physical 
practice only. – Geeta Iyengar

Tenth Annual 
High Tea Fundraiser 
Hosted by Students from the Remedial Class
Thursday, March 23, 2017, 2:45 pm- 4:45 pm 

Enjoy a variety of delectable teas, scrumptious, homemade sweets and savories.  
Win something amazing at our silent auction and draw.  
Feel free to wear your favorite hat!

Proceeds will assist the purchase of new props, the replacement of old props, 
and fund bursaries for Remedial classes.

$20 per person | Free for children

Please note: Payment of the ticket 
price does not qualify as a donation.  
Tax receipts will be issued for 
donations of $20 or more.
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iyengar yoga Centre of ViCtoria 
SoCiety is a non-profit society incorporated 
under the society act of the Province of B.C., 
whose purpose is “to encourage the physical, 
mental, and spiritual growth of its members and 
other interested persons of the society at large 
by the study and discipline of Yoga.” the society 
owes its inspiration to mr. B.K.s. iyengar.
the Newsletter, published regularly by the 
iYENGar YoGa CENtrE oF ViCtoria 
soCiEtY, provides current information on events 
concerning iyengar yoga in the Victoria area. 
send contributions, articles, photographs 
(high resolution), drawings, information or 
suggestions to: the iyengar Yoga Centre of 
Victoria Newsletter, 202-919 Fort street,  
Victoria BC V8V 3K3. 
Permission is hereby granted to reprint any  
of our material, except that copyrighted by the  
author or artists. when reprinting, please credit 
this Newsletter and send us two copies of the 
publication containing our material. Copyright 
material is available only with written permission.
the editor/newsletter committee hold the right  
to publish or edit all articles at their discretion.

newsletter advertising Policy 
(adopted February 20, 2004) 
in keeping with the mandate of the iyengar 
Yoga Centre of Victoria society directors, 
2004, to update, review and document policies 
and procedures, the newsletter committee 
submitted a policy which is a revision of the 
1996 policy and has been adopted by the Board 
of directors as follows: 
1.  Advertisements must not conflict with the 

aims of the newsletter of the iYCV.
2.  advertisements must be only for iyengar 

yoga. 
3.  Priority will be given to advertisements  

regarding iYCV events, iYCV sponsored 
events, and iYaC events.

regiStration
Please visit our website:  
www.iyengaryogacentre.ca for full  
information on classes and workshops.

drop in: 202-919 Fort street,  
Victoria, B.C. V8V 3K3

Phone: (250) 386-YoGa (9642)
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T
he epic Star Wars began with 
the refrain: “A long time ago 
in a galaxy far, far away…”. 

Remembering this catchphrase and 
checking online for its accuracy, 
I learned that it is part of “an 
opening crawl,” something used 
in all Star Wars films with the 
exception of the latest one, where 
its omission is being described as 
a big mistake. I have not seen the 
film and may never see this film, 
but despite my lack of fervour this 
refrain had “grabbed” my attention 
and was stored in a recess of my 
memory. 

As I sat down at my computer 
to write this column for the 
Yoga Centre newsletter, my 
mind was roaming over reading, 
conversation, and correspondence 
of the past few days. I am currently 
in Hawaii where, if possible, we 
retreat for a few weeks each winter. 
This week we have been joined by 
my oldest daughter Rachel and her 
husband. She is reading a book 
that I recommended called London 

1945 1; it covers the experiences 
of Londoners during the last six 
months of the war and first six 
months of peace. 

Peace, when it finally arrived 
after six traumatic years, did put 
a stop to the bombing, which 
continued right up to the bitter 
end. However, peace also opened 
the door to more deprivation and 
challenge. One little known fact 
is that food rations were actually 
reduced after the war and, while 
continental Europe received aid 
from the U.S. to rebuild, Britain 
did not. Victory for Britain meant 
it was time to repay the debts 
accrued from sustaining a bastion 
of freedom in Europe.

London 1945 is full of facts, 
many of them already known to 
my husband and me but mostly 
unknown to my daughter, an avid 
reader curious about a culture 
that had a vicarious but profound 
influence on her life as a child of 
immigrants in a country “far, far 
away” from her parents’ native 
land. After living and working 
in London when she graduated 
and getting to know some of her 
relatives on their home ground, 
she is better informed than most 
about the cultural gap which we 
had to traverse.

For this and many other 
reasons, much of my early 
life, education and upbringing, 
might well have taken place in 
another galaxy; I’m beginning to 

1  London 1945: Life in the Debris of War 
written by Maureen Waller, a London 
educated historian specializing in British 
and European history.

have a similar feeling about my 
experience of yoga. Most of what 
I see in newspapers, magazines, 
and discussions on social media 
has little relationship to the yoga I 
have been studying and practising 
for decades.

Yoga is not a fitness or exercise 
regimen, although it is good 
for your mental and physical 
health, will improve your level 
of fitness, bring better movement 
and flexibility to your joints, 
strengthen and lengthen your back, 
increase the capacity of your heart 
and lungs, and improve balance, 
mobility, and stability in all aspects 
of your life. These benefits do not 
come without considerable effort 
to examine how you are living 
your life: your use of body and 
mind, your level of consciousness, 
and the constant intrusion of your 
ego to serve its own purposes. 
Derek and I have often joked 
that promotional material should 
include a disclaimer that “yoga 
may be hazardous to your ego”. 
Mastery in Yoga is achieved when 
your life serves your Higher Self.

My awakening to the existence 
of Yoga came in the late 1960s 
when two women I played 
bridge with mentioned they were 
taking classes, and shortly after 
this I dallied with some of the 
philosophy in a very superficial 
way during some encounters 
within encounter groups! 

I was fortunate! Under the 
tutelage of some extraordinary 
yoga masters, notably Swami 
Radha and B.K.S. Iyengar, my 

 by Shirley Daventry French

Reflections

Teaching Enrichment Series  
for Iyengar Yoga Teachers  
and Trainees

This series will advance your personal 
practice of asana and pranayama, refine 
your skills as a teacher, and deepen your 
understanding of Iyengar Yoga with some 
of the country’s most experienced and 
respected teachers.

March 11, 10:45 am – 1:45 pm

April 7, 2 – 5 pm

Each session $35 +GST
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search became more focused, and for the 
past fifty years I have been exploring the 
many facets of mind, consciousness, and 
emotion, especially the powerful role 
they play in determining the nature of 
my existence. 

Yoga came into my life when I was 
in my late thirties, but my curiosity 
about meaning and purpose goes back 
much further. Throughout childhood 
I barraged the adults around me with 
a flow of questions. Why? Why? Why? 
Often they were not very well received, 
particularly during high school, when 
they were viewed as disturbances and 
I was labelled a ‘trouble-maker’. The 
fact that much of this took place with a 
background of war, worry, and sleepless 
nights merely added to everyone’s 
irritation.

None of this made life easy, nor did 
it make any sense until I was introduced 
to the philosophy of yoga by Swami 
Radha during a series talks sponsored 
by the Victoria YM-YWCA. She had 
been invited there by Jessica Tucker, the 
teacher of my first Hatha Yoga classes 
at the Y. Given the conservative nature 
of Jessica, reflected in the climate at the 
Victoria Y, I am amazed that these talks 
ever took place. They were revolutionary! 

Swami Radha was a German 
woman, born into an aristocratic family 
in 1911. She also lived through the 
Second World War but in Germany, 
where her first husband was killed by 
the Nazis for helping a Jewish family 
escape. Having survived the war she 
emigrated to Montréal where, during 
meditation, she had a profound 
visionary experience of Swami Sivananda 
Saraswati of Rishikesh. The story of her 
extraordinary path, which took her to 
India where she was eventually initiated 
as his disciple, makes interesting reading 
in her autobiographical book Diary of a 
Woman’s Search 2.

2 Diary of a Woman’s Search is published by 
Timeless Books, the publishing arm of Yasodhara 
Ashram, and can be ordered online.

My immediate response to Swami 
Radha’s talks was that I had never heard 
so much common sense in my life and 
I wanted to learn more. After attending 
a few more workshops with her in 
Victoria I travelled to the ashram she had 
founded in central British Columbia. It 
was to be the first of many visits.

In 1976, Derek and I attended a 
three-month residential program where 
morning, noon, and night we studied 
and practised many aspects of yoga 
philosophy and psychology. At the time 
it was called the Yoga Teachers’ Course, 
but when Swami Radha discovered 
how little any of us actually knew about 
yoga, its practice and its purpose, she 
decided to change its name to Yoga 
Development Course, and it became 
a pre-requisite for any form of teacher 
training at the ashram. 

In addition to supervised study 
and intense spiritual practice, there 
was required reading of many books 
on yoga and the mind by noted 
philosophers such as Carl Jung and Otto 
Rank, treatises on yoga such as Hatha 
Yoga Pradipika, Patanjali’s Yoga-sutras, 
Bhagavad Gita and B.K.S. Iyengar’s 
Light on Yoga.

This course might well have taken 
place in a Galaxy far, far away in 
contrast to today’s yoga climate. Swami 
Radha would be horrified to see what 
currently passes as yoga teacher training! 
Self-serving and often self-aggrandizing 
promotion abounds on social media and 
any form of advertising. Billboards are 
put out on the street to attract students 
not just to a centre’s program, but to 
their yoga teacher training course! There 
are little or no prerequisites and much 
time devoted to marketing and finding a 
particular niche for yourself.

Like my initial training with Swami 
Radha, B.K.S. Iyengar expected us 
to become somewhat proficient and 
knowledgeable about yoga before 
even thinking about teaching. He also 
understood that expertise in one field 
does not automatically qualify you for 

another and in fact can sometimes be a 
hindrance. 

I am married to a medical doctor 
(retired now) who practised medicine at 
the same time as he practised yoga. Very 
quickly, particularly from his exposure 
to B.K.S. Iyengar, he understood that 
while medically based knowledge of the 
body and mind was helpful, it could 
also become a hindrance. To teach 
therapeutic aspects of yoga first required 
a sound base of study and practice of 
the art and science of yoga, with an 
emphasis on approaching it as a student 
and not an expert. 

B.K.S. Iyengar and Swami Radha, 
immersed themselves in yoga in 
completely different ways. Even though 
as part of my studies at Yasodhara 
Ashram I read and wrote a report on 
Light on Yoga and marvelled at Guruji’s 
prowess with such an array of asanas, it 
had little direct influence on me until 
a few months after my three-month 
yoga immersion, when I returned to 
the ashram to celebrate Christmas only 
to find the early morning asana classes 
transformed.

Previously the class had been based 
on the Sivananda tradition and was 
known as the Rishikesh series. I was quite 
happy with this and was not looking 
for anything else. On this visit, during 
my first early morning class, I was 
confronted with something completely 
different. Swami Radha had a student 
named Norma Hodge who was also a 
student of B.K.S. Iyengar and had just 
returned from studying with him in 
Pune. Swami Radha had invited Norma 
to teach the asana classes during the 
Christmas break. 

Norma’s teaching was quite 
different from anything I had previously 
experienced. She was a superb teacher—
masterful, knowledgeable and firm! Her 
instructions were clear and direct, and I 
received my first hands-on corrections. 
These were a bit of a surprise; I was 
not entirely happy to be corrected, but 
fortunately by this time I had enough 
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background in yoga to resist the pull 
of the ego and sustain some openness 
of mind. I was very impressed with this 
approach to the teaching of yoga-asana 
and wanted to learn more.

Thanks to Norma, in 1979 I 
found myself in Pune standing in 
front of Mr. Iyengar in the yoga hall 
of the Ramamani Iyengar Memorial 
Yoga Institute, eager, alert and a little 
apprehensive. Being placed in the 
front row had not been my choice and 
happened purely because I am small! 
As the class progressed I soon realised 
it didn’t matter because Guruji’s seeing 
was able to take us all in!

Like my first encounter with Swami 
Radha, I felt as if I were standing there 
naked and realised that attempts to find 
cover or hide would be futile. This was 
both unnerving and freeing! 

Swami Vivekananda, one of the 
great masters of yoga and a significant 
ambassador between East and West, has 
written many books about yoga that I 
find clear and pertinent to my life. One 
of his maxims is to “Discard everything 
that weakens you—have nothing to do 
with it!” 

My very early yoga classes spoke a 
lot about doing things “as long as I was 
comfortable” a phrase that appears to be 
re-emerging on the yoga scene. Of course, 
there is a responsibility as both a teacher 
and as a student not to harm yourself. 
Some of the layers of protection we put 
in place during the course of our lives are 
put there for a good reason and serve a 
useful purpose—but too often they are 
still there long after they are useful. 

My wartime experience of being 
under aerial bombardment testifies to 
this. For decades after the war when 
I heard an airplane flying overhead, 
particularly during the night, I would 
wake up in a start, holding my breath, 
senses alert, body tense and find myself 
assessing whether to get up and seek 
shelter or crawl under the bed. Gradually 
as the years rolled on this happened 
less and less but first required that my 
consciousness registered that the war was 
over and it was safe to go back to sleep. 

This “fight or flight” response 
continues to have a value in many 
aspects of life, but when it is overused 
for every little inconvenience or 

perceived affront you become exhausted. 
The body wears out more quickly.

Yoga, as it has been taught to me by 
Swami Radha and B.K.S. Iyengar, has 
helped me develop better discrimination 
about letting go in all aspects of life: 
when to react and when not to, when 
to intervene and when not to, when 
to speak up and when not to. Each 
individual will have their own natural 
tendencies here from the day of their 
birth to the time of their death (and, if 
you believe in reincarnation, some of 
these tendencies, or vrittis, will have 
come into your life from past lives).

The good news is that they can be 
modified to become spiritual tools and 
allow us to use this lifetime to become a 
more humane individual and member of 
the human race. 

And if this article should happen to 
be read by someone searching for a yoga 
teacher: look for someone who teaches 
with courage, confidence, clarity, and 
compassion, someone who has been well 
taught and trained in the art and science 
of yoga, and someone who is first and 
foremost a committed student. 

Iyengar yoga develops poses in a  
clear and systematic way from your  
first Beginner’s class to Level 3, 4,  
and beyond. 

This workshop will help you advance  
in stages so that you can access some  
of the Intermediate poses safely and  
at your own level of comfort. 

For students taking level 2 Iyengar classes,  
familiar with headstand and the prop setup  
for shoulder stand. 

$48 +GST for Members,  
$53 +GST for Non-members

to register, drop in to or phone:  
iyengar Yoga Centre of Victoria,  
202-919 Fort st, Victoria, B.C. 
(250) 386-YoGa (9642) www.iyengaryogacentre.ca

Approaching Intermediate Poses
with Glenda Balkan-Champagne
Saturday, March 25, 2017, 1- 4 pm
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W: When we were in the backbending 
intensive, and you had the back problem, 
was that a turning point when your back 
started to bother you?

Gl: Yes, I had to learn myself. At certain 
times, I had to relearn asanas. 1962 was a 
very bad period. Learning so much after 
1963 or 64 my balancing went very badly. 
What I had learnt quickly, I just started 
losing. I had to attempt a second time to 
see that I got all the balancings. I did it 
but perhaps that was the period where the 
body started becoming a bit stiff.

JW: 1963-64. So you were still in your 20s?

Gl: It showed at 20 and again at 25 both these stages body 
stiffness were there. Then I had to redo myself to get that 
freedom. And I did. Balancing, of course, came back and 
then backbending went bad. It started giving pain after the 
marriages of my sisters, and deliveries of their babies, all that 
happened when the back went wrong. I used to bathe the small 
babies. Even now they like my massaging or bathing them. 
The little one of Harit’s, when I touch her she is happy. They 
all used to like my massaging and bathing them. But when 
all these responsibilities were there — getting them married, 
their deliveries, or certain celebrations we have in between after 
getting married, these things all taxed my body.

There came a time when a youngish woman was brought to 
the Institute who was unable to walk. She couldn’t walk or 
stand without a cane. Guruji said that the woman was in very 
bad condition, her father had asked him to take her case in the 
medical class. I said, I don’t want to work with her because my 
back otherwise will become very bad. He said, “What to do? 
We are yoga teachers so we have to suffer and do but we have to 
help them also.” At that time whenever my lower back would 
get a catch I could remove that backache through my practice. 
But later it became very difficult for me. I just could not 
remove the pain. My back started deteriorating. And then the 
doctors said that this is not just a backache or anything of that 
kind, but my muscles were failing. They said this problem is a 
connective tissue disorder because of my nephritis. The outer 
muscles are connected to the bone by connective tissue.

JW: Approximately when was that?

Gl: It started in 2003.I travelled outside of India in 
2002-2003 but I started feeling that something was 
failing inside. So when I went to Dr. Naik in 2003 
to find out what was wrong with me, I said, “Such 
a quick moving body; now it doesn’t move and 
there is a stiffness I feel.” Even simple svastikasana 
sometimes used to be stiff, though I was doing 
padmasana, etc. The poses I could do easily, I now 
felt stiffness and could feel they were not coming 
easily. Then deterioration started. When my right 
shoulder was dislocated, the doctors said, “No this 
is definitely connective tissue which is giving way. 
You have to be careful. You can’t exert yourself. 

On days you feel tired or fatigued, rest, don’t work, because 
anything can dislocate. It has only happened to the right 
shoulder but from now onwards be careful.”

Then Guruji made me do paripurna matsyendrasana, yoga 
dandasana, kandasana, mula kandasana, my body was not 
responding at all to those asanas, he said toes, ankles, everything 
was going wrong. Even sitting in virasana was difficult. So he 
put me in virasana, with traction for my back to find out what 
was going on. Later my back became so weak that now just 
even to walk I feel is awkward. But what can be done? I mean 
you cannot do anything when your back is affected like that. 
My practice goes on, even in utthita hasta padangusthasana I 
need somebody’s help. I can’t lift my leg on my own so I lift it a 
bit then I ask Sindhu or Rajlakshmi to help me. Rajlakshmi was 
waiting for me, she thought I would come today for practice, 
but so many people were leaving, certificates had to be signed, 
letters had to be answered, all those problems were there so 
I could not practice this morning. I don’t think tomorrow 
also I will do. My practice will start only after I come back 
from Bangalore. And I need help. I can lie down in viparita 
dandasana but if I have to get up, somebody has to help me so 
my back doesn’t get jerked.

So with their help I do my practice. I do rope sirsasana, I can 
go on the chair for saravangasana,viparita karani, forward bend 
as is possible – whatever is possible I just keep on doing. But 
for that I can’t blame anyone. It’s just my fate. You can’t blame 
anyone for that. It’s fate.

Interview With Geeta S. Iyengar, Part 2

by Joan White

ThiS ArTicLe wAS pubLiSheD in The conFerence mAgAzine For The iYnAuS conFerence in FLoriDA in mAY, 
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JW: Can you remember, at what point your practice changed 
from an external practice to a more internal practice?

Gl: Yes, that started to happen somewhere in late 60s. 
Somewhere after 66-67, because Guruji’s book was there. So a 
bit of the art of observation started to come from looking at the 
postures. In ekapada rajakapotasana you can just go and hold 
your foot but seeing the photographs gave me a certain clue how 
you resist your back foot, etc. and then the head has to reach the 
foot. Earlier I used to pull the foot toward my head in ekapada 
rajakapotasana or rajakapotasana. Then this understanding came 
that the foot remains there only and head has to go along with 
the chest and back to reach the foot. Then when valakihlyasana 
came into my practice, I realized that literally you have to pull 
the leg back to touch the floor and my trunk had to bend back. 
So these pictures in the book started giving me the clues and 
moreover, in 1962 Guruji started general class in Pune. Until 
then, it was all private tuition either one to one, or three or four 
people. He could only take a maximum of six people as space 
was limited. Guruji used to teach those people trikonasana, 
parsvakonasana, turning of the chest, moving the buttocks in, etc. 
Some foreigners started coming at that time to our old house. 
So at that time whenever I had free time, apart from my college 
because at that time I was in college, I used to attend when 
Guruji was teaching. When he explained I better understood 
what the rotation of the trunk meant, what bending actions 
meant, etc. His explanations took me to penetrate further inside. 
So I will say that by intuition only, I had that feel of going 
inward or looking into the pose. That tendency sharpened 
or was more exact when I saw Guruji teaching. In general 
classes when I was demonstrating in front of everyone, I 
had that sense that I should not do wrongly, so I had to 
be sure my leg wasn’t crooked, my knee wasn’t bent, my 
foot was completely turned. Those kind of things made me 
understand more deeply.

JW: Did you always have a pranayama practice? I know 
you have a very strong pranayama practice now.

GI: Yes, these past few years when I was not well, and 
asanas were not possible pranayama became clearer to me. 
In the past there was always a rush to finish my pranayama 
and then come to the Institute and do the asanas, etc. Then 
when my asana practice became dull or slow, and when 
I really started getting the pains all over, my pranayama 
started coming very well. I started pranayama around the 
age of 17. Guruji told me to do ujjayi and viloma. In 
1961 we went to Madras – it was a holiday for all of us 
six children. And at that time Guruji’s guru was kind 
enough to receive us. And during that time he taught 
me, he said, “Geeta, tomorrow five o’clock you have to 
get up and come to my room and I am going to teach 

you pranayama.” So I used to be ready and go and sit in front of 
him and he gave all this Viloma. He also gave certain clues about 
Viloma pranayama that Guruji had told me before. But starting 
was from ujjayi and viloma pranayama.

JW: Did he teach you digital pranayama?

GI: No digital he didn’t teach. I learnt digital from Guruji only. 
It was about 1963, we had one student who had a factory and in 
that factory there was a hall – it was nearby. The student said, “I 
will give you that hall and [in return] you teach us pranayama” 
Some of the students were friends and they said, “Why not start 
a pranayama class?” Once in awhile we used to learn pranayamas 
in the house in the same room where Guruji taught asana. But 
when the hall was available he taught a general class. In the 
beginning, he started doing a deep savasana so we used to be on 
our back for almost 40-45 minutes with detailed explanation. 
We used to like savasana – it was very nice. You really forgot 
everything with your eyes closed, ok, you’re completely out of 
this world. We started enjoying this. Then in 1962 when he 
started the classes in that factory hall, Guruji started teaching 
digital pranayama because those people asked him to teach them 
digital pranayama, nadi sodhana, or whatever, because at that 
time the Light on Yoga book had just come out. They had read 
Anuloma, Pratiloma Pranayama, etc. They thought why not 
learn all this and that’s how the classes started. I was in the class. 
I used to go to college and right away after finishing my science 
practicals, I used to come and be in the hall to study pranayama. 

Guruji was teaching, and I was doing.

One day I remember we had an examination, theory 
as well as practical. I had not even recovered from 
the tension of the examination or writing when I 
came to the class. First he started with sitting in 
meditation and I was sitting and I felt dizzy and he 
immediately made me lie down. I was on my back, 
he released my legs and class started as usual. After 
30-45 minutes I realized I was not doing anything 
and I was just on my back. Then he asked me, 
“What happened?” [You know how he says it.] So 
I said, “I don’t know.” Then other people asked, 
“What happened? Why should she fell dizzy like 
that?” He said, “She has already exerted herself 
in the college because the whole day there were 
examinations. Two papers – one physics paper, 
chemistry paper, practicals, etc. She should not have 

come but should have remained in the house and 
rested.” But I wanted to go. I wouldn’t miss 
one class because once you miss, it’s a miss. 
So I went there and that’s what happened. 
I had a lot of fatigue on that day but then I 
recovered. And I used to go regularly. There he 
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started with the rest of the pranayamas, digital pranayama also. 
Then we shifted from that first hall to Vidya Bhavan as Father 
Lobo was the principal there. He gave us a hall and we used 
that hall for the pranayama class. Guruji taught us more about 
digital pranayama, and other things like antara kumbhaka and 
bayha kumbhaka. I used to come and write notes because he 
said different things on different days. And when he was writing 
his pranayama book, Light On Pranayama I gave him my own 
notes and he was able to refer to them when he was writing the 
pranayama book.

JW: So are a lot of your notes in Light On Pranayama?

GI: Yes. I had to write down whatever he used to teach on that 
day.

If it was antara kumbhaka I had to note it down. The moment 
he said, “OK, as you hold the breath, lift the inner soul upward” 
I would note it down. We didn’t understand inner soul but 
something came up, so I wrote it down in that language 
only. Then he, of course, for the book language, corrected it. 
Something from center has to come up otherwise sinking is 
there. Gurujii used my notes but not in my language. And later 
the book came out.

JW: How would you describe the important stages in the 
evolution of your practice?

GI: I won’t say everything was evolution because my body 
failed at a certain stage. I have already said how I conquered the 
asanas one after the other. I was doing them and my body was 
responding well. Sometimes I used to ask my sisters, Vanita or 
Sunita, whoever was nearby, to help me so my head came close to 
my foot for kapotasana. And then sometimes I would guide them 
to lift my pelvis up and then take the hands back, it didn’t matter 
I was ready to face the pain. They were used to my body resisting 
them. Otherwise when you go and touch someone they resist 
first and you might not continue with the adjustment. So having 
that in the back of my mind that I have to do the pose, if I ask 
them to lift up or pull me in the direction I want, they 
would do it and that is how I would get kapotasana. 
Vanita also had that understanding. She had 
some teaching capacities in her because earlier 
she was coming to the classes, etc. but then 
after marriage and family she left. Similarly 
Sunita had the touch because many times 
she helped me in virparita chakrasana, 
to lift and drop me. Sometime I used 
to do it on my own. It used to happen. 
And sometimes, if the touch was there, 
I could lift my buttocks or waistline 
slightly further up. And that is how I 
learned and evolution was happening. 

Involution, whether it happens or not, I don’t know but I tell 
you sometimes, even this disease is a blessing. If you have no 
problem, you just proceed but when the problem comes, there 
the question mark comes to a great extent. In 1961-62, as I said, 
I lost my balancings after getting them. That was the period 
where I really had to think about where the spine actually twists 
in parsava kukutasana or parsva bakasana.

That means, first somehow the asana just comes but in the 
second attempt at learning you begin to penetrate, “Oh I lost 
because of this. I have to do this and then only it comes.” That 
guidance was great from inside. I realized what the practical 
problems were in those asanas if somebody has to learn them. 
The worst part was when I got this attack, in 2002 it started, 
of muscle failing, gradually. Certain asanas I was doing. I was 
still standing on my head or standing on my shoulders without 
any support. But even with support, I lost my full arm balance 
one day. I just jumped and jumped and my legs wouldn’t go. 
I was the person who was all the time showing the others how 
we have to learn standing far away from the wall, going and 
putting the palms and jumping up. So all these things, even if 
it was gymnastics style, I could show them that this is how to 
do. Then I realized that I couldn’t stand on my arms. My upper 
arm failed like anything. That was the bad point. But during 
that process I understood that when I could not do the asanas, I 
started working on pranayama and there I understood the depth 
of pranayama still further. That was the turning point, in that 
manner. So I started remembering, otherwise, like everyone we 
are in a hurry, I mean though it’s not fast, somewhere we do 
some surya bhedana, chandra, bhedana, and finish it off quickly. 
OK some savasana, pranayama, some sitting pranayama, antara 
kumbhaka, or whatever we do. But then I realized that since 
I cannot do so many asanas, I could do these pranayamas in 
two or three stages – go to savasana, recover, come out, do one 
stage – pranayama of that type which is suitable to me at that 
time, again go to ssavasana, again get up, do whatever Guruji 
had earlier taught, or when Guruji had told me earlier which I 

explained in the convention also, that one side how 
to do nadi sodhana – at least have exhalation, 

inhalation, then come to ujjayi cycle then 
do on the other side. So I started studying 
in that manner and that gave me a better 
understanding of pranayama.

As far as the ongoing process or what 
I explained in the class, literally 

to you people, how you have 
to become withdrawn, etc. I 

think that my way of doing 
has taught me how to do 
this. Only it takes a long time 
to verbalize it. Experience, 
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whatever experience we have, cannot be verbalized easily. But 
I started to put it in that manner so words also can at least 
convey something like that to those who are doing the practice. 
And there are still many cassettes available on pranayama where 
I have taught all this, bhastrika, bhrahmari, nadi sodhana, etc. 
Earlier they were not taping all this. When my father was 
teaching at that time there was no facility at all to tape, so that 
part is gone. What demonstrations he gave, that part is gone. 
It used to be wonderful so we started putting it on paper. On 
Thursdays when he started classes on pranayama the notes that 
I took were so important for me, and then of course, Guruji 
also used them, elaborating further, teaching is one thing, but 
elaborating word wise is quite different. So those points have 
been included in his pranayama book.

JW: Do you think you have another book in you? Do you 
think about writing another book?

Gl: You know I have already—in 2013 when Guruji was still 
there —one of the newspapers asked me for an article only on 
Guruji’s philosophy or approach. They said, don’t give asanas, 
how to do trikonasana or sirsasana. The editor had read at least 
a few volumes of Astadala Yogamala.

So he telephoned me, he was Guruji’s friend as well as our 
friend, I mean the press person. He said, “I want the articles 
from you on Sundays in which you would be mentioning how 
Guruji developed his philosophy or what was his approach 
when he was teaching yogasanas or pranayama, etc.” So I agreed 
in December 2013 to write a series of articles between 700 
and 800 words. I wrote almost 50 articles from June 
2013 to 2014 May, that was the last article. I took 
Guruji’s topic in which he named all the seven 
steps of yoga. He explained all of these seven 
stages in a lecture on Guru Purnimd day 
and his words were in my head. So I told 
Guruji that I would take this topic and I 
would use it as a starting point to write 
on as his philosophy talks progressed. 
All 50 of the articles were written on 
the seven stages. I used the 50 articles 
I had and elaborated and expanded on 
them originally writing in Marathi to produce a book 
of almost 70 chapters. The book in Marathi should 
be coming out this April (2016). The editor called 
me while classes were going on, he said, “Give me 
the pictures for the book because I had the picture 
numbers for the asanas like baddhakonasana, virasana, 
etc. I was busy but Sunita did that job. Everything 
was ready and she kept it in the cover [envelope] and 
sent it so now they have the pictures. After giving it to 
a group of people to read, the editor telephoned me 

saying that the people have accepted the book and say it will be 
good. Sunita then checked everything and it has been sent to 
the editor and we are waiting for the publication to come out.

Meanwhile, I have told some of my students who are good at 
English, I said, “You start translating, free translation because 
Marathi language expresses in one way and English has a 
different expression, but you just start and I will go through 
that. If any Sanskrit word is difficult to understand, use the 
Sanskrit word but give the translation of it so English people 
can understand. And we will publish it in English also. If that 
comes you will see it’s a different book.

Fortunately, when Guruji was still alive, Sunita used to read 
those articles to him. When we went to Bellur in May (2014) 
to stay, that was the first time, outside of Pune, that the whole 
family went to stay with him except Prashant because he had 
to stay back to look after the painting of the house, and the 
institute was being repaired, etc. What kind of feeling came 
to Guruji, I don’t know. That was the last trip of ours with 
Guruji, and then when we came back he was no more in the 
month of August. He knows what I have written, so when 
Sunita used to sometimes read and say this is the paragraph 
which says what you are doing, etc., he liked it but when the 
book was ready he was no more there.

JW: Yes, very difficult.

Gl: And now it will be out, he won’t be there. What to do

JW: There’s nothing you can do.

Gl: Nothing you can do.

JW: It’s really hard.

GW: Yes, it is really hard. It can’t be easily digested. 
I can’t still forget. It 
sometimes upsets me, but 

I have to come out of that.

JW: The first time I came back after he was gone, 
it was so difficult, first I didn’t know if I could bear 

coming through these gates and not seeing him. Then I 
thought, “OK, I’m through the gates, I’m in front of the 

house, now I have to go in and go upstairs.” Then I thought, 
“No, I don’t think I can do that.” And I stayed down here in 

the front hall. I couldn’t bring myself to go upstairs. And when 
I finally did go upstairs it was so empty feeling. Many times 
I still think I’m going to see him in his corner and I feel his 
presence.

Gl: Yes, Joan that is absolutely true. You know what these 
people say, when they go for the practice upstairs, they feel 
that he is there. In my ladies’ class, especially, he used to be 

there, Wednesday mornings and Saturday mornings. When 
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I am conducting the class, he used to be in his corner, doing 
his inversions or whatever. So everybody says that when I am 
conducting the class, it is as though he is there, his presence is 
there and he is watching.

JW: I feel it.

Gl: Yes, that is what everyone tells me. We feel his presence 
over there, especially that place which was reserved. We used to 
keep the horse there so people wouldn’t enter from that side. 
Everyone tells me that – that we feel that he is there practicing 
still. And that happens. For me it happens many a time. It’s 
not a dream or it’s not the information as such. But when I 
am doing, some clues come from inside because my asanas are 
that way OK, whatever I can do within my limits. But arm 
work, shoulder work, when I have to do, they’re not absolutely 
physiotherapy actions. When Guruji took me, after I had 
problems with my hands, the way he lifted, or the way he took 
my arms sideways; my arms were not moving, even now they’re 
not moving. But while doing, whatever intelligence comes, 
I always feel that it is coming from him. Message is coming 
from him. It can’t come otherwise just on my own. So if either 
Sindhu or Rajlakshmi, whoever is helping, I say just turn 
that way and find out if it comes. Then I recognize, yes that 
is what he told me. Because all this is gone. There is nothing 
here. Absolutely bony part. No flesh at all there and joint is 
completely out. So it comes, how it comes I don’t know.

JW: But that is what he used to say. When I interviewed him 
he’d say about all these things he did in therapeutics, “I don’t 
know. They just come.” I have him on tape saying that.

Gl: Yes, that is true. It just comes. You have to be in it so that 
it just comes. That’s a fact. Better not to give a thought in a 
different way to it. Be in it and then you realize, “Oh, this is 
what is happening.”

JW: That is amazing.

Gl: Amazing. Absolutely!

JW: There are so many things I just would like 
to ask him. I’d like to write him a letter. When 
things happen, my first thought is, “I need to 
get in contact with Guruji.”

Gl: Shobana tells me many a time, he said, 
“Do upavisthakonasana this way.” As though 
the instruction is coming from somewhere 
So she did and the pain was gone. She said, 
“I was just sitting in upavisthakonasana 
and his voice said “Ey, Shobana do in this 
manner.” So she caught that somewhere 
the voice is coming. So she did and she felt 
better. She said, “I don’t know where that 

instruction came from when personally he is not there.” Many 
have told me that as though instructions are coming from him.

JW: The theme of the convention is practice from the periphery 
to the core and back. What would you like to share with these 
convention attendees and magazine readers about this theme? Is 
there anything you’d like to say about the theme?

Gl: You know, those are Guruji’s words – periphery to core; 
core to periphery. And that has a lot of meaning. In the process 
of going toward the core, we may lose the core as well as the 
periphery. That is a major part. We are in between. As we are 
traveling from one end to the other end, if you reach your 
destination, it’s fine. If you don’t reach and you are in between, 
then what will be the stage? You can imagine; you are traveling 
and somewhere you are stuck and can’t move in the natural 
journey. But here we find that it is an everyday approach. You 
have to touch the periphery, go to the core, wherever you are 
able to reach inside. Once if you even reach the core, then 
again from there you have to return back to the periphery 
because that gives you the understanding and knowledge. The 
knowledge comes from the core. It says, “This is the thing 
where you have done wrong.” Again, you have to go from the 
core to the periphery. And that’s why in every asana you feel, 
especially if you’re just practicing one asana after the other, 
that it’s peripheral because you haven’t gone and examined its 
depth. Sometimes time is short or we have to go somewhere 
and we say, “OK, at least let me finish this much practice.” 
And that much practice you finish according to your timing. At 
that time you cannot go to the core. But even in that process, 
suppose you have decided that today I have no time and can do 
only 10 minutes of sirsasana and 10 minutes of sarvangasana 
and there’s no time at all for other things you may find those 

10 minutes are of such use that at a certain point you 
go in and from there you feel you should not come 
out of the asana. But external conditions are such 
that you have to come out of the asana, finish 
your sarvangasana, and go for your work. It 
could be any type of job – perhaps my signature 
is required, my presence is required, and I have 
to go for some reason. But this is what happens 
and that’s why you should not get stuck in the 
middle portion rather reach inside and then come 
out. You need to live externally because your 
responsibilities are not going to end. We can’t give 
up straight away

JW: So I guess the message to the people attending 
is to “just keep going.”

Gl: Keep on going and always watch from the body. 
Don’t deny the body saying, “No this is the external 
practice.” Deal with that body which is giving the 
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Guruji Celebration

by Sania Poluch

I learned about the event from Lydia, my hiking pal, who has 
been attending the Centre’s classes for years. She asked me a 
simple question: Are you free Sunday afternoon? I have never 

been freer in my life! It was the event’s beautiful poster that got 
me!

I had to write to Robin Cantor my teacher, for advice. 
Having had a full right hip replacement two months earlier, I 
needed cautionary advice. In fact, I was prepared to sit in a chair 
and observe; we all thought that would be enough.

At the studio there were so many welcoming, friendly, and 
familiar faces. I was placed in a chair at the back wall and Robin 
introduced me to all as her student.

Shirley was, as always, a dream. Articulate, kind, so natural 
and filled with good remembrances of B.K.S. Iyengar. She took 
me back more than 30 years ago when I had the good fortune to 
attend a class that Mr. Iyengar taught at the YMCA at Shirley’s 
invitation. I loved how Shirley was drawn to the single rose 
placed in his remembrance at the window before class, and her 
utmost delight in receiving a huge armful as a gift of thanks.

Having been away from yoga class for two months, the 
invocation with the group was a very strong and powerful 
experience. Ann Kilbertus noticed I was itching to try moving. 
She immediately started working with me, guiding and 
supporting my asanas with props during the entire session. She 
also cautioned me when necessary. I felt safe and secure and just 
surrendered to the poses. This released my sore back from long 
walks and pool workouts designed to strengthen my surgical 
leg. My adapted savasana was like a prolonged pranayama. 
Wonderful!

Gratitude was in the air: Gratitude to B.K.S. for his lifetime 
of devotion and commitment to yoga was expressed by Shirley 
and by all of us; Gratitude to Shirley and to all the other teachers 

who continue to make yoga accessible by leading the practice 
and sharing it with us; Gratitude to Joy, Britta, and to the Board 
members who organized the celebration. The cakes were superb.

I am grateful to be working with Ann’s adaptations at home 
now on a regular basis. I know my limits much better and 
respect them!  

problem – body, mind, intelligence. Go inside like that up to 
your consciousness and perhaps up to the inner core.

JW: Great answer.

Gl: That is how they have to learn and they should always 
remember, “You can’t neglect the body even if it is not helping 
you in that way, but still everyday you have to touch that 
practice. I can’t say that I cannot do so let me keep quiet. 
Whatever happens with the body, let it happen. Then only 
insight is possible and things do come. What gives the freedom 
from inside, you cannot explain. It’s not some joint and muscle 

that gives the freedom. Something inside gives the freedom at 
every level – psychological level, mental level. So as you keep on 
doing you find there is a change.

JW: Thank you so much for doing this inspiring interview.  

JoAn whiTe iS A cerTiFieD ADvAnceD Jr. iYengAr TeAcher. She begAn 

her STuDieS wiTh guruJi in 1971 AnD meT geeTA in 1976. JoAn broughT 

iYengAr YogA To phiLADeLphiA where She LiveS AnD runS The  

b.K.S. iYengAr YogA SchooL oF cenTrAL phiLADeLphiA. 

iLLuSTrATionS bY LAuren cox.
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Reflection on 
Philosophy

by Laura Jane Johnston

L
ast year I attended Shirley’s 
philosophy class. Someone asked her 
the question about her life of yoga. 

Her answer was very simple. “It is just 
so interesting”, she said. Well I must say 
at the time I was wanting to hear more 
than just that. In my disappointment I 
went home to my husband telling him 
of this simple short statement, but to 
my surprise and a credit to his wisdom 
he was intrigued. He said he couldn’t 
imagine a better answer, for if as one 
ages you have something you still find 
interesting then that is truly worthy.

This reflection of Shirley’s has stayed 
with me and finely it has born fruit. My 
husband and I joined a gym (I really 
don’t want to tell you how often we 
went as it is most embarrassing) and it is 
there I finely got it. This lovely gym had 
the latest of everything including space 
for yoga. On arriving this day I went 
to the mat and did my own practice 
which held my usual attention and 
increasing awareness. Then I went on the 
machine, rotating my arms this way for 
30 seconds, then the opposite way for 30 
seconds and on and on for 10 minutes. 
The contrast was stark. I was completely 
bored, whereas on the mat I had found 
the yoga so interesting. On the mat I 
learn so much about myself, and even 
though much is not complimentary, it is 
refreshing and honest, and with the tools 
which yoga gives – one is given hope. 
Shirley, I want to thank you for your 
wisdom and generosity of spirit. The 
Yoga Centre has become home for me, 
a place where my spirit is supported and 
finds rest, and last but not least, makes 
life interesting. 

Iyengar Yoga  
Teacher Intensives

Introductory IntensIve  
for teachers In traInIng  
July 10-14, 2017
with Leslie Hogya, Ann Kilbertus and Ty Chandler 

Daily asana and pranayama practice, peer teaching, 
philosophy and anatomy are included in this intensive 
for trainees preparing to become Iyengar yoga teachers.
Leslie Hogya and Ann Kilbertus are experienced 
teachers certified at the Intermediate Senior level.  
Ty Chandler is an experienced Intermediate Junior III 
teacher. Leslie, Ann and Ty have practiced and studied 
for years under the mentorship of Shirley Daventry 
French. Leslie and Ann travel regularly to Pune to 
study with the Iyengar family. Ty has travelled to Pune 
and to France to continue her studies in the Iyengar 
tradition.
Daily schedule runs 9:30 am to 5:30 pm.

IntensIve for certIfIed teachers 
August 14-18, 2017
with Shirley Daventry French, Ann Kilbertus
and Louie Ettling

Take this opportunity to work with master teacher 
Shirley Daventry French along with two senior 
Canadian colleagues, Ann Kilbertus and Louie Ettling. 
This course is designed for teachers seeking to refine 
their skills at junior and senior intermediate levels.
Shirley Daventry French is a direct student of B.K.S. 
Iyengar. Since 1979 she studied with him regularly in 
India, North America, and Europe. Shirley has been 
teaching and training teachers for 45 years in Victoria 
and internationally.
Ann started her studies in the tradition of Iyengar yoga 
in 1984. Ann’s training as an occupational therapist 
enriches her teaching perspective.
Louie Ettling is the Director of The Yoga Space in 
Vancouver. She has been a keen student of Iyengar 
Yoga since she started her studies 28 years ago.
Ann and Louie have studied regularly with 
B.K.S. Iyengar and his family in Pune. Both hold 
Intermediate Senior certificates.
Daily schedule runs 9:00 am to 5:00 pm  
with a two-hour lunch.

to register, drop in to or phone: 
iyengar Yoga Centre of Victoria, 
202-919 Fort st, Victoria, B.C. 

(250) 386-YoGa (9642) 
www.iyengaryogacentre.ca
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Heart of Yoga with Shirley Daventry French,  
April 8-9, deadline March 18

Salt Spring Retreat with Shirley Daventry French,  
June 9-11, deadline May 19

Bursaries are available to all students presently enrolled  
in classes. To subsidize your term fees, please apply  

three weeks prior to term.

Applications for both are available at the reception desk.  
Iyengar Yoga Centre of Victoria  

202-919 Fort Street, Victoria, B.C. V8V 3K3  
250-386-YOGA (9642)

Scholarships and BursariesJump into summer 
Come jump start and build your practice for five 
mornings with Lauren Cox. Focus on standing, 
twisting, inverting, back bends, and seated poses. All 
will be explored during this workshop

Monday to Friday, June 26-30, 2017, 7:00-8:00 am 
Members $55, Non-Members $60
Registration opens April 3, 2017

Refunds offered only if your space can be filled  
and are subject to a $15 cancellation fee.

Improving the Basic Poses and 
Principles with Lucie Guindon

by Deanne Orrell

DeAnne LiveS in nAnAimo AnD hAS been A reguLAr STuDenT oF KeLLY 

murphY For 14 YeArS. She iS currenTLY A TeAcher TrAinee menToring 

unDer LAuren cox. ThiS ArTicLe wAS wriTTen AFTer The worKShop  

in 2016.

T
he theme of the workshop was to improve the basic poses 
and principles. During this short three-hour workshop Lucie 
Guindon expertly guided both experienced and relatively 

new yoga practitioners through a dozen of the basic poses.
One of the principles covered was to create space for the 

organic body by opening the energy channels, or nadis. With 
warmth and humour Lucie also managed the energy of the group 
during the session.

Working from the foundation from the four points of the 
feet, the inner and outer toe mounds and the inner and outer 
heel, one could feel the energy passing up through the legs and 
up through the body. Lucie used visual cues by marking her feet 
to clearly illustrate the four points were.

From the feet all the way up to the crown of the head, Lucie 
emphasized the importance of tadasana. Key actions (e.g. lift the 
knees, thighs back, mid-buttocks forward) that carried through 

all the standing poses we did 
throughout the three hours.

Lucie used visual cues for 
this pose as well, employing 
bands on her legs marked with 
arrows to show the direction 
the groins were to turn then 
the thighs and then the backs 
of the legs. She also did this 
with the actions to illustrate 
which direction the upper arms 
should turn. You could see the 
students start to understand 
with this visual aid; for some it 
was an “ah ha” moment.

When she demonstrated 
key actions such as spreading 
the backs of the legs in adho 
mukha svansana her body 
showed the movements 
beautifully.

After working the actions 
of the legs she moved up to the pelvis, explaining how to bring 
balance to the area and the importance of creating space for 
the organic organs in the pelvis. She used cues such as lift the 
sternum away from the navel, while keeping the front ribs back

She worked her way up to the chest explaining the 
importance of opening and separating the armpit chest from the 
armpit which aids in mood stability.

As a student in the teacher-training program, I found Lucie’s 
workshop to be very insightful for learning and understanding 
key actions in the basic poses, how they carry from pose to pose, 
and how the work becomes deeper as the knowledge grows and 
the energy channels open.

This workshop was definitely accessible to all levels and a 
pleasant way to spend a Saturday afternoon. 
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Practice Enrichment Series
Friday afternoon, March 10 

2:00 - 5:00 pm
Commit to this series to advance your personal practice 
of asana and pranayama. The series is designed for serious 
intermediate and advanced students in the Iyengar Yoga 
tradition. Students will be guided in a strong practice 
over each three hour session. Each month will build 
upon the previous month’s work to unlock individual 
challenges.

With Ann Kilbertus and Ty Chandler
Note: Instructor permission is required to attend.

$35 + GST each session

Senior Assessment Victoria 
January 12 – 15, 2017

by Teddy Hyndman, Assessment Committee Chair

B
eautiful flowers from the IYAC/ACYI Board of Directors 
brightened the entrance to the Victoria Yoga Centre. It 
was the beginning of an historic event for Iyengar Yoga in 

Canada. For the first time in Canada, an assessment of three 
Senior levels was to take place over several days. For the first 
time in Canada, there was to be an assessment at the level of 
Senior III.

Preparation for this assessment was long in the making. It 
took months of organization and administration. Scheduling 
three levels, creating new sequences for practice, making new 
forms and questions for exams, deciding on different timings 
for practice: a long list of things to do.

The host community had much more to organize. Not only 
was it necessary to fulfill the duties of a “host”, they had to find 
volunteer students for the assessment, students who had to be 
prepared to follow instructions for asana at a very senior level. 
And they certainly were.

In what might be called a marathon assessment, the Senior 
assessors were exemplary. With uninterrupted awareness of 
attention and the eyes of the “Seer”, they drew upon their 
years of experience and commitment to Guruji’s work. As 
professionals, they kept to the high standards of assessment 
expected in the Iyengar system.

All candidates in the three levels showed their commitment, 
dedication, and courage. In an atmosphere of friendship, 
encouragement, and tasty treats, the Victoria hosts and 
volunteers deserve the highest certificate. Thanks to the senior 
assessors, candidates, and students, Canadians have shown they 
can rise to the excellence Guruji intended.

Senior Assessors:
Marlene MaWhinney – Toronto
Marie-Andree Morin – Quebec City
Shirley Daventry French – Victoria

Congratulations!
The following candidates achieved  
Introductory II certification at the  
November assessment in Calgary:

Adriana Fischer, Toronto, oN
Annette Newton, Palgrave, oN
Pam Maguire, Mississauga, oN

Sharon Hogan, Toronto, oN
Velerie Chowaniec, Edmonton AB

Laila Moos, Calgary, AB
Linda Fernandes, Toronto, oN

Pauline Clark, Calgary, AB

The following candidates achieved  
Intermediate Senior certification  

at the January assessment in Victoria:

Krisna Zawaduk, Kelowna, BC – IS I
Ty Chandler, Victoria, BC - IS I

Louie Ettling, Vancouver, BC - IS II 
Ann Kilbertus, Victoria, BC - IS III

IYAC/ACYI ASSESSMENT DATES

June 9-11, Intermediate Junior I, Ottawa, ON 

June 9-11, Intermediate Junior II, Vancouver, BC
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Victoria Iyengar Yoga Centre 2016/2017 Annual Report

Message from the President 

by Laine Canivet

L
ooking through this year’s newsletters I noticed many 
references to “energy”. In the spring issue Shirley tells 
the story about the student who asked about energy in 

the practice of yoga and B.K.S. Iyengar refused to answer the 
question. As time went by Shirley came to a new understanding 
about energy and its manifestation.

In the summer issue there is an article by Geeta Iyengar 
where she discusses meditation and she talks about “penetrating 
energy” being necessary to understand the fruits of yoga. In the 
autumn issue the article about the 2016 Saltspring Retreat talks 
about the life energy or prana, including the pranic energy, in 
our yoga postures.

I am certainly not qualified to talk about these kinds of 
energy, but I can observe the energy it takes to make our yoga 
centre the vibrant place that it is. The warm welcome from 
the front desk staff who are often called upon to do more than 
their regular jobs; the sense of community among our talented 
teachers, students, volunteers and donors all of whom go way 
above and beyond in their contributions to this centre; the 
dedication and effort that goes into the every-day mentoring, 
teaching and learning; and of course, the incredible energy it 
takes to keep the whole organization moving forward smoothly 
in our friendly, clean and bright environment. 

Thank you to all teachers, staff, students, volunteers, donors 
and especially Wendy Boyer for your energy and dedication to 
our yoga centre. 

It is an honour and a pleasure to serve on this board.
Namasté, Laine Canivet, President

Treasurer’s Report
Year Ending October 31, 2016

by Bev Kallstrom

O
ur year end financial statements have been prepared by the 
firm of Stirling Stanford and were signed off by the IYCV 
president, Laine Canivet and treasurer, Bev Kallstrom on 

January 11, 2017. The IYCV Society is dedicated to encouraging 
the physical, mental, and spiritual growth of our members 
through the study and discipline of Iyengar Yoga.

Our annual budget is based on the actual revenue and 
expenditures of the previous fiscal year and projected changes, 

with a goal to contain expenses and maintain our revenue 
through student enrolment in classes, workshops, merchandise 
sales and donations. This year, we ended the year very close to 
budget with a shortfall of $903.00. This included amortized costs 
for the lobby upgrades, including lighting and a new counter.

Revenue

Total revenue for 2016 was $407,111 including gains on 
investments and foreign exchange.  The majority of the revenue 
is from yoga classes followed by workshops, annual appeal, 
merchandise and memberships as detailed in the statements.  
A comparison to previous years follows:

2016 $407,111
2015 $377,218
2014 $391,446
2013 $371,324

Expenses
Total expenses for 2016 were $407,901. The majority of costs 
are for class teachers, followed by wages and benefits, rental 
expenses and workshop costs. Comparative expenses to previous 
years follows:

2016 $407,901
2015 $378,689
2014 $375,706
2013 $372,278

Statement of Financial Position 
The Statement of Financial Position documents our assets and 
liabilities as of October 31, 2016. At year end our short term 
funds invested in GIC’s were $103,739.

The Iyengar Yoga Centre is being managed prudently and 
overall the financial health of our centre remains strong.

Thank you to the members of the Board for their support, 
to our General Manager, staff and volunteers especially Theron 
Morgan for all their efforts.

Finally thank you to our teachers for their inspiration, 
work, and contributions and to our members and students who 
support our centre. It is a true pleasure to be part of this great 
community of people.
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General Manager’s Report

by Wendy Boyer

T
he Centre had one of its busiest years in 2016. As with 
the last two years, class revenue was the largest source of 
income. We finished 2016 with a small deficit due to the 

six thousand dollar renovation on the lobby. The lighting and 
countertops were upgraded and Jane and Bruce painted the 
lobby.

Our best marketing tool is selling passes for classes. The 
popular Unlimited pass sells for $234/term and allows students 
to take any class at their level anytime. The Om Pass for $58 
buys six hours of class time. In 2016, the Centre offered a six 
month pass between May 2nd and October 30th. A 30-day 
Unlimited Student pass for $92 promotes classes to post-
secondary students.

The Centre’s website, thanks to designer, Peggy Cady, 
markets who we are and what we do. In 2016 we distributed 
posters and schedules to promote classes, workshops and 
open houses; placed bi-monthly ads in Focus and Monday  
magazines; sent regular e-marketing updates; posted on 
Facebook; and offered first-class-free to promote the Centre. 
We also offered free all levels yoga on Friday mornings, as 
well as free teen and family classes in 2016. Thanks to Roger 

Champagne for editing the newsletter, distributed on line and 
mailed around the world.

The September Open house was held on Saturday17th and 
Sunday 18th and attracted 90 people, many of whom signed 
up for classes. On Saturday we offered three yoga classes, 
including a ropes class, plus philosophy with Shirley and Derek 
French. On Sunday, we ran a free two hour workshop with 
Ann Kilbertus. The board and Johanna, prepared, hosted, and 
cleaned up; our generous bakers made tasty treats and savories; 
and Jane McFarlane brewed excellent chai.

In 2016, we celebrated as a community with four well 
attended events: the New Year’s Day Practice in January, the 
2nd Annual International Day of Yoga in June, Shirley’s 85th 
Birthday, and a celebration of B.K.S. Iyengar’s birthday, in 
December.

The Centre had 307 members in 2016, 39 of whom are 
life members, six are international members, and 23 of whom 
reside outside of BC but within Canada. We still mail 93 
newsletters, but encourage students to read the newsletter on 
the website or, for local students, to pick up at the Centre.

The largest cost saving in 2016 came from our committed 
volunteer, Theron Morgan, our bookkeeper, who contributed 
countless hours keeping the finances in order. We salute you!

Many people contributed items to the Special Needs 
Tea – special thanks to Robin Cantor for her energy and 
commitment. We are grateful to Sandra Harper, who donated 

Hilary McPhail, Bob Maher, Wendy Boyer, Britta Poisson, Monica Dimofski, Bruce Cox, Theron Morgan.
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Thank You !
Thank you to:

•	 	Krysia	Strawczynski	for	storing	
important, but bulky, items for the 
centre.

•	 	Jana	Bodiley	for	the	donation	of	4	
new india blankets.

Special thanks for the Anniversary 
Celebration of B.K.S. Iyengar’s 
Birthday: 

Despite an environment canada 
winter	storm	warning,	people	
flocked to the centre to celebrate 
the anniversary of guruji’s birthday 
last	December	11th.	Thirty-eight	
students had a wonderful practice 
with	excellent	teaching	from	Shirley,	
followed by delicious cakes and 
tea. The atmosphere at the centre 
was	warm	and	inviting	throughout.	
i think it would have made mr. 
Iyengar	proud	to	see	our	community.

Special	thanks	to	the	following	
volunteers, and to all the teachers 
who coordinated the celebration 

so seamlessly: Laine canivet, 
Amanda mills, Annie Kitchen, Sheila 
redhead, Stacey Frank, Shirley 
Daventry French, britta poisson, 
Jane	McFarlane,	Leslie	Hogya,	Ann	
Kilbertus, wendy boyer, and hilary 
McPhail.	And	also	a	big	thanks	to	Joy	
Illington	for	her	role	as	co-ordinator.

Thank you to the many volunteers 
for the January Assessment at the 
Centre:

Meals and snacks: Laine canivet, 
Jill williams, Jen van de pol, bev 
Kallstrom, Laure newnham, glenda 
Balkan-Champagne,	Lucie	Guidon,	
Amanda mills, Adia Kapoor, melissa 
hadley, heike miller, patty Kallio, 
Nancy	Searing

Props: Lauren cox, Jim bratvold

Drivers: Jayne Jonas, patti rivard, 
Vicky	Kapoor,	Leslie	Hogya

Runners: melissa hadley, glenda 

Balkan-Champagne,	Karin	Young,	
Jess paffard

Clean up and other help: Jane 
mcFarlane, vicky and Anil Kapoor

Copying and office support: carole 
miller, Jane mcFarlane, britta 
poisson, hilary mcphail

Timers: Teddy hyndman, nancy 
Searing

Student Volunteers: Jayne 
Lloyd-Jones, Jana bodiley, Jane 
macFarlane, robin cantor, Arno de 
Boer,	Karin	Young,	Glenda	Balkan-
Champagne,	Elizabeth	Peckham,	
Gary	Wong,	Marilyn	Shepherd,	
Greg	Sly,	Brandy	Baybutt,	Teresa	
Stanley, Andrea mueller, Tina hickey, 
Rebecca	Lang,	Crystal	McMillan,	Soo	
Youn ham, Jette merryfield, Laure 
newnham, Jan clarke

Lastly to wendy boyer and all of 
the	yoga	centre	board	members	for	
supporting	the	senior	assessment.	

the photocopier that results in a cost saving to the Centre’s 
annual printing expense. Thanks to Linda Ellen Bosela for 
managing the Thrifty’s Smile card program. Laine produced a 
beautiful fundraising calendar based on photographs she took 
in India,thanks Laine! Donations to the annual appeal were 
up in 2016. Thanks to all who contributed to our fundraising 
events.

In 2016, maintaining and managing waivers was easier 
since the Centre moved to signing every six months instead 
of bi-monthly. Waivers must be stored in hard copy for three 
years, then scanned and held for another two years.

Staff provides administrative support for the Centre’s many 
activities. A few new staff people joined us in 2016. Monica 
Dimofski rejoined the staff for a year – Monica has gone back 
to Singapore now. The Centre welcomes Jennifer Rischmiller 
in her place. Bruce continues to support the Centre training, 
consulting and working a weekly shift. Bob Maher joined 
the staff in 2016 and works Thursday mornings and Monday 
afternoons. Thanks to Britta Poisson who manages the office; 
Bruce Cox who maintains the website and Hilary McPhail who 
handles membership registration. Jane McFarlane stepped away 
from reception in 2016, but is still on casual support. Thank 
you to Leslie Hogya for managing the class schedule and the 

teachers. My time as general manager is spent administering the 
overall operation of our very busy Centre.

Thanks to the board for supporting the Centre, especially for 
stepping up to assist with the maintenance for special events and 
workshops. Special thanks to our president, Laine Canivet, whose 
creative leadership we appreciate. Kudos to continuing members 
Bev Kallstrom, Amanda Mills, Carole Miller, Sheila Redhead, 
Stacey Frank and Ann Kilbertus. Annie Kitchen joined the board 
this year and was a big help at the silent auction.

As with any registered charity, the Centre has dedicated 
volunteers. I can mention but a few here. Thanks to Shirley 
and Derek for ongoing leadership, the teachers at the open 
houses, the workshop coordinators and the programming and 
newsletter committees. Kudos to Adia Kapoor for managing the 
programming document which is the hub of our programming 
wheel and to Lucie Guindon for proofing the many spokes in 
that wheel including the website, newsletter, flyers and Yog-e 
news. Thanks to Ty and Gary for supervising the members’ 
practice; to Lucie for coordinating billets; to Linda Poole and 
her crew for making bolsters; to Ty who posts to Facebook;  
to Johanna Godliman who distributes posters; to Patty Rivard, 
our librarian; and finally to Glenda Balkan Champagne  
for coordinating the assessment in 2016. We thank you all  
so much. 
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Stock Donation to IYCV

by Bev Kallstrom

L
ast November, the Iyengar Yoga Centre of Victoria 
received a donation of stocks in response to our annual 
appeal. The process of accepting this gift was educational 

for our board, and the sharing of this knowledge could be 
advantageous to the membership. Donation of stocks to the 
IYCV can be a win-win solution for both members and the 
IYCV. Many people believe that giving charitably creates 
abundance – financially and otherwise – and the generous 
support of our members is vital and greatly appreciated. 

Today, it can make more sense to donate securities that 
have appreciated in value than donating cash of an equivalent 
amount. Since 2006 any capital gain triggered by making a 
donation of publicly traded securities to a registered charity is 
eliminated under tax law in Canada.

The IYCV is both a registered charity and a not for profit 
organization which aims to fund operations from revenue 
(including both course fees and donations) generated in each 
fiscal year. We have targeted an annual appeal budget amount 
of $27,085 in order to balance our income and expenses for the 
2016/2017 fiscal year. 

Tim Cestnick wrote an article for the Globe and Mail 
published December 12, 2012, [Viewable here: www.
theglobeandmail.com/globe-investor/personal-finance/taxes/
donate-securities-to-charity-and-be-a-bit-of-a-tax-scrooge/
article6270773/], which states, “when you make a gift of 
investments to a charity…you are deemed to have sold those 
investments at fair market value so it can trigger a capital gain 
or capital loss depending on whether they have appreciated 
or declined in value.” The table from the article illustrates 
the impact to capital gains tax for both a cash donation and 
security donation.

 
      Sell Securities  
      and Donate Cash

 Donate  
 Securities

Fair Market Value $ 100,000.00  $ 100,000.00 

Adjusted cost base $ 50,000.00 $ 50,000.00 

Capital Gain $ 50,000.00 $ 50,000.00 

Taxable Capital Gain $ 25,000.00 $  -             .               

Tax @ 46% $ 11,500.00 $  -             .           

Less: 

Tax Credit @ 46%1 $ 46,000.00 $ 46,000.00 

Net Tax Savings $34,500.00 $ 46,000.00 

Net Cost of Donation2 $65,500.00 $ 54,000.00 

  
1 Assume a marginal tax rate of 46%, varies by province

2 Cost of donation is $100,000 less the tax savings

The article goes on to say that if you only want to donate 
$20,000 of the $100,000 from the stock sale, that $20,000 
donation would only cost you $8,500. Effectively, then, 
you are paying $8,500 from your pocket, which becomes a 
donation of $20,000 to the IYCV.

The IYCV has set up an account that enables us to receive 
stock donations, and our treasurer and president are happy to 
facilitate the transaction should you wish to make a donation. 
Talk to your financial advisor to determine what the advantages 
to you would be if you are considering a donation to the IYCV 
and have stocks that would trigger a capital gain if sold. 

In philanthropy, as in yoga, “knowledge is power”. 

MOVIE NIGHT

A pproximately 35 viewers gathered for our first-ever 
Toonie Movie Night on January 13, 2017. We watched 

“Leap of Faith” to learn about B.K.S. Iyengar’s difficult 
journey from poverty, illness, and neglect to a man with four 
million followers. A toonie was charged to help cover costs, 
and many spent a second toonie to purchase a small bag of 
popcorn. The Board plans to offer another  
Toonie Movie Night on Friday, October 20, 2017  
– and we promise to have a larger supply of popcorn!  
Hope to see you then. 
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by Heather Hobbs 

T
he experience and concept of life energy or prana 
was certainly a theme that weaves together my 
experience on Salt Spring. Mr Iyengar talks about 

physical energies such as heat and light, as well as the 
energy in all beings, as being prana (see Chapter 3 in 
Light on Life).

Shirley spoke of the prana each of us uniquely 
carries and how the spark of our true life force is 
present when we are born. When we leave the physi-
cal realm, this essential spark that ignites our prana 
lives on in our spirit, our words and deeds, and the 
teachings we bring to others. So too do the asanas 
carry prana and it was this quality of the practice that 
Shirley asked us to focus on. She spoke of how we 
often get caught up in alignment and a particular way 
of practicing, either with or without props. When 
we are attuned to the energy of the postures, it is the 
prana we are tapped into and therefore connected to 
the universe itself.  

The 33rd Annual 
Retreat at the 
Salt Spring Centre 
June 9-11, 2017
With Shirley Daventry French

This is your opportunity to attend the annual 

retreat on beautiful Salt Spring Island and 

participate in a weekend of Iyengar Yoga with 

Shirley Daventry French. Renew your Iyengar Yoga 

Centre of Victoria membership so you can be in the 

front of the line for an opportunity to participate in 

this wonderful event.

Please note: Retreat runs 2nd weekend in June. 
Registration now open. 
Registration closes June 2, 2017

Refunds will be offered only if your space can be 
filled and are subject to a $50.00 cancellation fee.

IYCV Members:
Shared accommodation $448 +GST
Camping $405 +GST
Commuter $362 +GST

Non-members:
Shared accommodation $470 +GST
Camping $443 +GST 
Commuter $400 +GST

Salt Spring Retreat…Remembered
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The Student Intensive: Contemplations on Pausing

Ann Glover

Editor’s note: With registration for the 
2017 Summer Student Intensive coming 
up in a few months, we offer this reflection 
on last year’s workshop as inspiration. 

Anne gLover iS A vicToriA-bASeD inTernATionAL 

STorYTeLLer AnD perFormer. She hAS been in 

AnD ouT oF The vicToriA iYengAr worLD Since 

The eArLY 1980S AnD SomeTimeS mAnAgeS To 

Keep A YogA prAcTice going when She’S on 

Tour.

A
n email from Lauren. She has 
noticed I am not registered for the 
annual yoga intensive she co-leads 

at the Iyengar Yoga Centre of Victoria. 
Am I in town? Can I join them? I would 
be missed, etc.

I know how persuasive Lauren is. 
In my reply, I try to back her off: Can’t 
handle the intensive. Just back after a year 
on the road. Worn out. Been sick. And 
I haven’t been doing yoga. All over three 
continents, no yoga for 12 months. No 
classes, no workshops, no down dog or up 
dog or inversions. Nada.

Lauren is unfazed. “It sounds like you 
need the intensive.” In her wisdom, she 
encourages me to sign up and just take it 
easy. “Practice ahimsa,” she counsels. 

So I sign up (did I mention 
persuasive?) with ahimsa as my guide. 
Non-harming. Not overdoing it. I sit on 
the mat on Monday morning with a mix 
of caution and curiosity. I’ve come and 
gone from formal practice before; still, I 
wonder what it will be like this time to 
practice after a full year off. 

I discover it is both easy and 
challenging: easy because the poses are 
like old friends; challenging because 
my relationship with each one has 
shifted. (Was tadassana always this 
complicated??) I try not to push myself 
and come out of poses early when I 
need to. But as the week progresses, and 
as I’ve continued classes in the weeks 
since the intensive, I am surprised that 
although I have lost ground, I am not as 
rusty as I expected. Why didn’t this year 
of “no yoga” cost me more in strength, 
flexibility, stamina and focus?

There are some logical answers: A 
familiarity with yoga after many years of 
practice (albeit erratic practice); a lifestyle 
that includes a lot of movement; a job – 
performing – that requires attention to 
how I stand and move. Even my demons 
of scoliosis and joint problems force me 
to pay moment-to-moment attention to 
bones and muscles, tendons and fascia. 

All of these make sense. But there is 
paradoxical piece that I’ve learned from 
my work as a performer. At the end of 
every tour, I tell myself, “This time, I’ll 
rehearse and keep fresh between tours.” 
Then I spend my off-tour time sleeping, 
sitting in a daze in the coffee shop, reading 
novels, watching movies, going to dances, 
and hanging out with people who make 
me laugh. I need this time to recharge, 
and eventually I turn to my work. But it’s 
the administrative tasks that eat my time 
between tours. In the end, I don’t rehearse. 

So I go out on the next tour in a state 
of mild terror, convinced I’ll have lost 
the knack, or forgotten the material. But 
when I get on stage, new things pop up 
seemingly out of nowhere. A character 
I’ve been playing for years is suddenly 
more vivid. I use the stage differently. I 
forget a scene, and discover that the story 
is fine without it. 

Over the years, I have had to accept 
this cycle. Maybe while I immerse myself 
in movies and novels, I am studying 

characters and plotlines, and while I’m 
sitting in the coffee shop, I’m watching 
movement and body language. Certainly 
dancing, visiting, and laughing tune my 
spirit. It takes a leap of faith to trust this 
process, but there is something beautiful 
about a pause in practice, at least in this 
context.

At the intensive, I consider pauses 
in the context of yoga. Ty and Lauren 
lead us through asanas, pranayama, and 
philosophy talks; I ponder pauses. They 
fit nicely with ahimsa: a pause between 
asanas can be a necessary rest. Pausing 
during the pose – holding the pose – 
can be the key to finding stillness, “the 
repose in the pose.” Pauses are built into 
pranayama, where they come between 
“sips” in an inhalation. There is a lot to 
pausing in yoga, as it turns out.

Lest there be any confusion, I do not 
advocate stopping one’s yoga practice for 
a year. But the experience has made me 
think about my own cyclical nature (this 
is not the first time I’ve done this) and 
about the intrinsic value in taking a break. 

Many of us will at some point hit 
a place where formal yoga practice is 
not happening. When those moments 
arise, we can be kind to ourselves by 
exploring the pause, rather than resisting 
the change. Perhaps taking a break from 
actively “Doing Yoga” can nudge us 
towards a subtler form of practice. Maybe 
these periods can help us bring the essence 
of the asanas into our lives, embody the 
teachings, breathe awareness into even the 
tiniest corners of everyday life. Then, after 
days or weeks, months or years, at some 
point in the pause, a wise and persuasive 
angel invites us back to the mat, and we 
make a choice. The Summer Intensive gave 
me the support and inspiration I needed to 
reboot my practice, and I’m grateful to be 
able to follow up by taking classes for a few 
weeks before my next tour. Who knows – 
I might even do some rehearsing! 
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Each day there will be an introduction to 
pranayama along with philosophical and spiritual 
discussions. two hours of yoga asanas, including 
a timed practice, yoga kurunta work, restorative 
poses, and inversions follow.
registration opens april 3, 2017
Fees:  $250 CdN +Gst iYCV members
 $275 CdN +Gst iYCV Non-members

to register, drop in to or phone the iyengar Yoga Centre 
of Victoria: 202-919 Fort street, Victoria, B.C. V8V 3K3
(250) 386-YoGa (9642)  www.iyengaryogacentre.ca
Refunds will be offered only if your space can be filled and  
are subject to a $50 cancellation fee.

With Lauren Cox and Ty Chandler
August 28 – September 1, 2017
9:30 am - 12:30 pm

Student 

Inte
ns ive

History Corner: A Yoga Centre Moment

by Roger Champagne, Britta Poisson, and Karin Dayton

A small group of us have met several times recently to 
discuss a compilation of the Centre’s history — a project 
we soon began to agree is potentially daunting in scope. 

Some of the big questions we began to grapple with: how do we 
situate ourselves in thousands of years of ancient Indian culture, 
where do we begin? Furthermore, we are not among the origi-
nal IYC members, rather, beneficiaries in large part of their 
work, wisdom, and practice! Because of this, our perspective on 
the early years is from the outside looking in. In attempting to 
establish a starting point, the questions we wanted to ask, lively 
conversations began to ensue, and our focus began to shift. 
Perhaps, instead of a big history project, we wondered, why 
not focus on moments and individuals? Some of our classmates 
(perhaps that quiet person on the mat next to you, whose name 
you might not know) have been practicing Iyengar yoga for 
forty years. Mysterious or practical, for whatever reason, they 
were attracted to a little known subject, and their interest has 
withstood the test of time, contributing to the establishment of 
the subject in our culture, to its history. Additionally, we have 
come to describe the IYC founding members — teachers, board 
members, classmates — as “trail-blazers”. Many are women, 
but not all (the story of the supportive spouse, partner, family, 
is central to the understanding of our history). In upcoming 
newsletter issues, we hope to learn more about some of these 
individuals: their initial inspirations, and what we describe as 
“first time” stories, hearing the word yoga, meeting  
B.K.S. Iyengar, and travelling to India, to name a few.  
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March
 10 practice enrichment

 11  Teachers professional 
Development

	 23	 10th	Annual	Spring	Tea

	 25	 	Approaching	Intermediate	
Asanas workshop

April
 7  Teachers professional 

Development

	 8-9	 Heart	of	Yoga

 22 ropes workshop

May
 6  understand the basics  

& improve Your poses 
workshop

 13  Teachers professional 
Development

June
 9-11 sSi retreat

	 21	 International	Day	of	Yoga

 26-30  Jump into Summer with an 
Early	Morning	Practice

July 
 10-14  introductory intensive  

for	Teachers	In	Training

August
 14-18	 Certified	Teacher	Training

28-Sept 1 Student intensive

IYCV Calendar

   Beginners – 
            this workshop is for you, too!

                      $40 Members 
                            $45 non-members

Understand the 

the Basics and   

Improve your Poses

An All-Levels  
Workshop  

with Lucie Guindon

Saturday, May 6, 2017  | 10:45am - 1:30pm

Learning 
the Ropes
Come explore the classic yoga poses  
with the support of the ropes to 
strengthen our stance in standing 
poses. Once we’ve warmed up with 
the foundational poses, we will 
open our hearts as we bend over 
backwards to welcome the return 
of spring

WiTH LAuRen COx
All levels, April 22, 2017,  
11:00 am - 1:30 pm

$40 Members/$45 non-Members

To register, drop in to or phone  
Iyengar Yoga Centre of Victoria  
202-919 Fort Street, Victoria, B.C. V8V 3K3
250-386-YOGA (9642)  
www.iyengaryogacentre.ca

Members’ Practice

All current members of 
the Iyengar Yoga Centre 
of Victoria who attend 
a regular class or have 
received permission from 
the practice monitor are 
welcome to participate in an 
open practice every Sunday 
afternoon from 12:30-3:30 
pm.

There is no instruction 
given in this self-directed 
practice session. Props, 
books and other resources 
are available for the use of 
anyone who attends. Come 
for 20 minutes or stay for 
three hours!

 



Become a Member – Enjoy the Benefits!

 NAME:  ________________________________________________________

ADDrESS: _____________________________________________________

CITy: __________________________________________________________

ProV/ STATE: __________________________________________________

PoSTAL CoDE: _________________________________________________

CouNTry: _____________________________________________________

PHoNE: _______________________________________________________

E-MAIL: _______________________________________________________

o  Please mail my newsletter. 

o  Please email me the link to the web newsletter.     

o   Sign me up for monthly yog-e email news.

o  receipt required.

Become a member of the Iyengar Yoga Centre of Victoria 
and enjoy:

•   Discounts on classes and workshops.

•   Early registration for classes and workshops.

•   Scholarship eligibility for various workshops.

•    Library borrowing privileges.

•   Free practice space on Sunday afternoons.

•    Opportunities for members to contribute insights  
and apply to sit on the board of directors.

One-year membership fee: $42 CDN ($40 + GST), renewable  
each January.

Membership PLUS

The Iyengar Yoga Centre of Victoria is offering a new 
membership option, Membership PLUS.

Receive all the benefits of an annual membership, PLUS  
six copies of the newsletter mailed to you. Ideal for 
teachers with their own studio! 
This membership is available within Canada  
for $57.75 ($55 +GST)

Please complete this form and 
mail or drop it off at our office 
with your cheque or money 
order to:

 

Iyengar yoga Centre  
of Victoria Society  
c/o Hilary McPhail 
202-919 Fort Street,  
Victoria BC  V8V 3K3 Canada

o  One-year: $42         o  Membership Plus $57.75
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